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The third century was a period of transition and transformation for the Roman army, seeing changes in its role,
organisation and equipment. As a result, the third century infantryman looked fundamentally different to the those of the
early Empire. Stephenson describes the defensive and offensive equipment, costume and tools of the infantryman of the
later Empire, considering how each weapon was used.
From the Latin warriors on the Palatine Hill in the age of Romulus, to the last defenders of Constantinople in 1453 AD,
the weaponry of the Roman Army was constantly evolving. Through glory and defeat, the Roman warrior adapted to the
changing face of warfare. Due to the immense size of the Roman Empire, which reached from the British Isles to the
Arabian Gulf, the equipment of the Roman soldier varied greatly from region to region.Through the use of materials such
as leather, linen and felt, the army was able to adjust its equipment to these varied climates. Arms and Armour of the
Imperial Roman Soldier sheds new light on the many different types of armour used by the Roman soldier, and combines
written and artistic sources with the analysis of old and new archaeological finds. With a huge wealth of plates and
illustrations, which include ancient paintings, mosaics, sculptures and coin depictions, this book gives the reader an
unparalleled visual record of this fascinating period of military history. This book, the first of three volumes, examines the
period from Marius to Commodus. Volume II covers the period from Commodus to Justinian, and Volume III will look at
the period from Romulus to Marius.
Dura-Europos, a Parthian-ruled Greco-Syrian city, was captured by Rome c.AD165. It then accommodated a Roman
garrison until its destruction by Sasanian siege c.AD256. Excavations of the site between the World Wars made
sensational discoveries, and with renewed exploration from 1986 to 2011, Dura remains the best-explored city of the
Roman East. A critical revelation was a sprawling Roman military base occupying a quarter of the city's interior. This
included swathes of civilian housing converted to soldiers' accommodation and several existing sanctuaries, as well as
baths, an amphitheatre, headquarters, and more temples added by the garrison. Base and garrison were clearly
fundamental factors in the history of Roman Dura, but what impact did they have on the civil population? Original
excavators gloomily portrayed Durenes evicted from their homes and holy places, and subjected to extortion and
impoverishment by brutal soldiers, while recent commentators have envisaged military-civilian concordia, with shared
prosperity and integration. Detailed examination of the evidence presents a new picture. Through the use of GPS,
satellite, geophysical and archival evidence, this volume shows that the Roman military base and resident community
were even bigger than previously understood, with both military and civil communities appearing much more internally
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complex than has been allowed until now. The result is a fascinating social dynamic which we can partly reconstruct,
giving us a nuanced picture of life in a city near the eastern frontier of the Roman world.
Proceedings of the Second Roman Military Equipment Research Seminar
History, Organization & Equipment
Origins of Roman Infantry Equipment
Dedicated to the Study of the Weapons, Armour, and Military Fittings of the Armies and Enemies of Rome and Byzantium
Journal of Roman Military Equipment Studies
The Roman Military Base at Dura-Europos, Syria
An illustrated history exploring the Imperial Roman army’s many facets, including uniforms, weapons,
buildings, and their duties. Compared to modern standard, the Roman army of the Imperial era was
surprisingly small. However, when assessed in terms of their various tasks, they by far outstrip modern
armies—acting not only as an armed power of the state in external and internal conflicts, but also
carrying out functions nowadays performed by police, local government, customs, and tax authorities,
as well as constructing roads, ships, and buildings. With this volume, Thomas Fischer presents a
comprehensive and unique exploration of the Roman military of the Imperial era. With over 600
illustrations, the costumes, weapons and equipment of the Roman army are explored in detail using
archaeological finds dating from the late Republic to Late Antiquity, and from all over the Roman
Empire. The army’s buildings and fortifications are also featured. Finally, conflicts, border security,
weaponry, and artifacts are all compared, offering a look at the development of the army through time.
This work is intended for experts as well as to readers with a general interest in Roman history. It is also
a treasure-trove for re-enactment groups, as it puts many common perceptions of the weaponry,
equipment, and dress of the Roman army to the test.
The third century AD was a turbulent and testing time for the Roman Empire. A new and powerful foe in
the east had risen up to challenge Rome directly. Barbarians on the northern frontiers were now more
aggressive and more numerous than before and internally the population of the empire had to contend
with rampant inflation and a series of terrible plagues. Unfortunately, the chaos became magnified by a
lack of continuity on the imperial throne. The army had real political power in the third century, making
and unmaking emperors as it saw fit. It had been aided in this by Septimius Severus, the African
emperor who had won out in the civil wars following Commodus' assassination. He increased the army's
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pay and granted other privileges. While the army gained rapidly in size, stature and political savvy
during the reign of Septimius Severus, it also accelerated a material transformation. Armour, shields,
helmets, swords and javelins all began to be replaced with new styles. Legions in Crisis looks closely at
the new styles of arms and armour, comparing their construction, use and effectiveness to the more
familiar types of Roman kit used by soldiers fighting the earlier Dacian and Marcomannic Wars. What did
this transformation in military technology mean for the tactical choices used on the battlefield?
Although the outcome had looked in doubt, the army and the empire it protected weathered the storm
to emerge into the fourth century fully able to tackle the challenges of a new age.
From the time of the Bronze Age, the warriors of all tribes and nations sought to emblazon their arms
and armour with items and images to impress upon the enemy the wealth and power of the wearer.
Magnificently decorated shields were as much a defensive necessity as a symbol of social status.
Equally, decorative symbols on shields and armour defined the collective ideals and the self-conceived
important of the village or city-state its warriors represented.Such items were therefore of great
significance to the wearers, and the authors of this astounding detailed and extensively research book,
have brought together years of research and the latest archaeological discoveries, to produce a work of
undeniable importance.Shining Under the Eagles is richly decorated throughout, and as well as
battlefield armour, details the tournament and parade armour from Rome's the earliest days.Dr Andrey
Negin is candidate of historical sciences (Russian PhD), member of the department of history of the
Ancient World and Classical Languages of Nizhny Novgorod State University named after N.I.
Lobachevsky (Russian Federation). He has carried out fieldwork on ancient Roman armour and has
published books and numerous articles on Roman military equipment.Dr Raffaele D'Amato is an
experienced Turin-based researcher of the ancient and medieval military worlds. After achieving his first
PhD in Romano-Byzantine Law, and having collaborated with the University of Athens, he gained a
second doctorate in Roman military archaeology. He spent the last year in Turkey as visiting professor
at the Fatih University of Istanbul, teaching there and working on a project about the army of
Byzantium. He currently work as part-time researcher at the Laboratory of the Danubian Provinces at
the University of Ferrara, under Professor Livio Zerbini.
The Sources of Evidence : Proceedings of the Fifth Roman Military Equipment Conference
The Accoutrements of War : Proceedings of the Third Roman Military Equipment Research Seminar
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Roman Military Medicine
The Production and Distribution of Roman Military Equipment
Dressing the Soldier in Roman Times
A 5th Century Training Manual in Organization, Weapons and Tactics, As Practiced by the Roman Legions
The history of the Roman Empire and its technological and military prowess resounds through the ages. At its height, the empire covered five million
square kilometres and held sway over 70 million people. How did a small city state in Latium achieve such prominence and carve an empire against
which all other empires are measured? The answer is, in part, the Roman Legionary. It was Roman soldiers who carved out a foothold in Italy from
warring neighbours. It was the legions who made safe the empire from external menaces – such as the Carthaginians, Greeks and Parthians – and
who defeated fierce tribal leaders such as Boudicca in Britain and Vercingetorix in Gaul. It was the Roman legionaries who did much of the early
building in these provinces and who policed the new borders. They maintained internal order, crushed rebellions by subjects or slaves, and provided
the necessary muscle for imperial governors. Unique in so many ways, the Roman Army was the most feared fighting force of the ancient world, partly
because of its outstanding discipline and organisation, but also because the men who made up its legendary legions were well trained, experienced
warriors. The Roman Soldier Operations Manual gets to grips with what we know about the men of the legions, and includes fascinating detail on kit,
equipment, weapons and insignia, as well as their unique fighting formations and battle tactics.
The Romans were known for taking technology and advancements from other peoples they encountered and making them their own. This pattern
holds true in military affairs; indeed, little of the Roman military was indigenously developed. This dissertation looks at the origins of the Roman's
mainline weapons systems from the beginning of Roman Republic expansion in the fourth century BC to the abandonment of Western-style
armaments in favor of Eastern style ones beginning in the late-third century AD. This dissertation determines that the Romans during that time relied
predominately on the Celtic peoples of Europe for the majority of their military equipment. One arrives at this conclusion by examining at the origins
of the major weapons groups: armor, shields, spears, swords, and missile weapons. This determination is based on the use of ancient written sources,
artistic sources, and archaeological sources. It also uses the large body of modern scholarship on the individual weapons. The goal is to produce a
unified work that addresses the origins of all weapons in order to see if there is an overarching impact on the Roman military from outside cultures.
When one studies whence the weapons that ended up in Romans hands originated, a decided Celtic influence is easily found. That does not mean the
Romans did not advance those weapons. The Romans proved very adroit at improving upon the basic designs of others and modifying them into new
forms that met new needs. The Romans just did not develop their own technology very often. As a result, the Celts will exert a strong impact on the
Roman military culture as it develops from 400 BC until it is overtaken by Eastern influences in the late 200s AD.
This is a reference guide to Roman legionary fortresses throughout the former Roman Empire, of which approximately eighty-five have been located
and identified. With the expansion of the empire and the garrisoning of its army in frontier regions during the 1st century AD, Rome began to
concentrate its legions in large permanent bases. Some have been explored in great detail, others are barely known, but this book brings together for
the first time the legionary fortresses of the whole empire. An introductory section outlines the history of legionary bases and their key components.
At the heart of the book is a referenced and illustrated catalogue of the known bases, each with a specially prepared plan and an aerial photograph. A
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detailed bibliography provides up-to-date publication information.The book is accompanied by a website providing online links to sites relevant to
particular fortresses and a Google Earth file containing all of the known fortress locations.
Roman Helmets
Army of the Roman Emperors
The Cambridge Companion to the Roman Republic
Caesar's Army
The Evolution, Composition, Tactics, Equipment and Battles of the Roman Army
The Roman Military Equipment of Early Roman Palestine, in Light of the Archaeological and Historical Sources

*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading The
Roman army is one of the most famous fighting forces in history. Through its power and
prowess, a once obscure Italian city forged an empire that encircled the Mediterranean
and covered half of Europe. The physical remains of its presence can be traced from the
mountainous borders of Scotland to the arid deserts of Egypt, but its legacy is far
greater and more enduring, as Rome's influence continues to shape the political, legal,
and cultural landscape of Europe to this very day. While the Roman army is rightly famed
as an institution, the image of the individual legionary is also an iconic one. The
uniformed, disciplined soldier of the late Republic and early Empire is one of the first
things many people imagine when they think of Rome. They are the ultimate image of the
ancient soldier, their arms and armor instantly recognizable. Their abilities, not only
as warriors but also as engineers and administrators, have made them role models for
other soldiers through the centuries. In the same vein, their commanders are still
celebrated and studied, and generals the world over have tried to emulate the likes of
Julius Caesar. Of course, recruiting and equipping the Roman army were hardly easy tasks.
Gathering new recruits wasn't difficult since service in the military was a requirement
for social advancement, but new soldiers had to be trained to fight as heavy infantry and
work together. For these men to be trained properly, however, they needed to have
equipment, including swords, shields, javelins, helmets, and assorted armor. In addition
to this, the new recruits had to be clothed, fed and paid, while commanders had to be
found. Moreover, one of the key ingredients to Rome's success was the military's complete
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willingness to incorporate discovered technologies. If a different weapon, type of armor,
or basic equipment or artillery worked better than what they were using, the Romans were
not afraid to adopt that piece of military hardware for their own uses. Thus, the Romans
were almost always using the finest military equipment in the world, all of which had
long since proven effective on the field of battle. The Roman Army: The History and
Legacy of the Military that Revolutionized Ancient Warfare and Made Rome a Global Empire
examines the history of one of the most famous fighting forces in the world. Along with
pictures depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Roman
army like never before.
An exploration of Roman history focuses on the soldiers of the Roman legions and their
skills, tactics, and weaponry, chronicling the rise and fall of the empire through the
lives of its armies.
Lucius Verus is one of the least regarded Roman emperors, despite the fact that he was coruler with his adoptive brother Marcus Aurelius for nine years until his untimely death.
The later sources were strangely hostile to him and modern writers tend to dismiss him,
but contemporary writings shine a more favorable light on his accomplishments. His
handling of military affairs, particularly the conflict with Parthia after their
invasions of Armenia and Syria, deserves a new consideration in the light of a careful
reassessment of all the available source material. This volume looks at the upbringing of
the boy who lost two fathers, acquired a brother, had his name changed twice, became a
general overnight, and commanded the army that defeated one of Rome's greatest foes in
the 2nd century AD. His rise to power is placed in the context of Rome's campaigns in the
East and the part played by all - from the ordinary soldiers up to the aristocracy who
commanded them - in making Lucius Verus' Parthian Wars a success.
The Later Empire
Roman Soldier Operations Manual
From the Age of the Kings to the Death of Justinian the Great
The Migration Period between the Oder and the Vistula (2 vols)
Arms and Armour of the Imperial Roman Soldier
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Roman Military Equipment from the Punic Wars to the Fall of Rome
A 5th Century training manual for the organization, weapons and tactics of the Roman Legions. Vegetius's "De Re Militari" was
the only major work of Roman military science to survive from classical times. It was widely studied in the Middle Ages and was
a key source for Medieval warfare and siege tactics.
Recreates the life and training of the rank-and-file soldier, from enlistment to discharge
At its height the Roman Empire stretched across Europe, North Africa and the Middle East, maintained by an army of modest
size but great diversity. In popular culture these soldiers are often portrayed in a generic fashion, but continuing research
indicates significant variations in Roman armour and equipment not only between different legions and the provincially-raised
auxiliary cohorts that made up half of the army, but also between different regions within the empire. With reference to the
latest archaeological and documentary evidence Dr D'Amato investigates how Roman Army units in the Western provinces
were equipped, exploring the local influences and traditions that caused the variations in attire.
The Roman Military Equipment Conference
War and Warfare in Late Antiquity (2 vols.)
31 BC‒AD 195
Military Equipment and the Identity of Roman Soldiers
The History and Legacy of the Military That Revolutionized Ancient Warfare and Made Rome a Global Empire
Decorated Roman Armour
Caesar's Army in peace and war Students of military history have long been fascinated by the history,
armies and great commanders of ancient Rome; for within its organisation, strategy, tactics, weapons,
campaigns and wars are to be found the origins of each of the military disciplines, demonstrated by
often sophisticated methods and practices, developed millennia in the past and yet still able to
provide valuable lessons to strategists and tacticians in the modern world. Rome had a long history and
in keeping with all empires marched a Hard road to its zenith before commencing an equally long
decline. We often look towards the period of Gaius Julius Caesar and his legions to appreciate the
Roman military machine in some of its finest hours. This book is an invaluable guide for those
interested in the Roman Army during Caesars time. It details army organisation, weapons and equipment.
It examines the Legions and the cavalry in detail both on and off the field of battle. Tactics,
fortifications and siege engines are fully described, as are methods of fighting afloat. Finally, the
enemies of the Roman Empire, from the Gauls to the ancient Britons, are considered and their battle
tactics and fortifications examined. In this Leonaur edition the illustrations from the original
edition have been enlarged to assist the reader and maps of notable campaigns, battles, sieges and
marches are also included. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is
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available in softcover and hardback with dustjacket.
Wearing the Cloak contains nine stimulating chapters on Roman military textiles and equipment that take
textile research to a new level. Hear the sounds of the Roman soldiers' clacking belts and get a view
on their purchase orders with Egyptian weavers. Could armour be built of linen? Who had access to what
kinds of prestigious equipment? And what garments and weapons were deposited in bogs at the edge of the
Roman Empire? The authors draw upon multiple sources such as original textual and scriptural evidence,
ancient works of art and iconography and archaeological records and finds. The chapters cover - as did
the Roman army - a large geographical span: Egypt, the Levant, the Etruscan heartland and Northern
Europe. Status, prestige and access are viewed in the light of financial and social capacities and help
shed new light on the material realities of a soldier's life in the Roman world.
Rome's rise to empire is often said to have owed much to the efficiency and military skill of her
armies and their technological superiority over barbarian enemies. But just how 'advanced' was Roman
military equipment? What were its origins and how did it evolve? The authors of this book have gathered
a wealth of evidence from all over the Roman Empire's excavated examples as well as pictorial and
documentary sources to present a picture of what range of equipment would be available at any given
time, what it would look like and how it would function. They examine how certain pieces were adopted
from Rome's enemies and adapted to particular conditions of warfare prevailing in different parts of
the Empire. They also investigate in detail the technology of military equipment and the means by which
it was produced, and discuss wider questions such as the status of the soldier in Roman society. Both
the specially prepared illustrations and the text have been completely revised for the second edition
of this detailed and authoritative handbook, bringing it up to date with the very latest research. It
illustrates each element in the equipment of the Roman soldier, from his helmet to his boots, his
insignia, his tools and his weapons. This book will appeal to archaeologists, ancient and military
historians as well as the generally informed and inquisitive reader.
Roman Military Equipment
The Secret History of the Roman Roads of Britain
Roman Army Units in the Western Provinces (1)
History, Organization and Equipment
The Production of Early Imperial Military Armour
Proceedings of the Fourth Roman Military Equipment Conference
A comprehensive and wonderfully illustrated study of Roman helmets, their changing styles, their construction and their
use in combat
This second edition examines all aspects of Roman history, and contains a new introduction, three new chapters and
updated bibliographies.
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This work sheds light on the mostly obscure topic of medicine and its use in the Roman military. It explores the workings
of the ancient healthcare system, the methods of care by physicians, and the treatments for different ailments and
injuries. The contributions utilise historical writings, archeological artifacts, and more recent research on the United
States military in order to discuss the past with an eye on the future of military and wildlife survival.
Survival in the Modern Wilderness
Legions in Crisis: The Transformation of the Roman Soldier - 192 to 284
Innovation and Celtic Influence
The Roman Soldier
Current Perspectives

This collection of studies is the result of a six-year interdisciplinary research project
undertaken by an international team, and constitutes a completely new approach to environmental,
cultural and settlement changes around the mid-first millennium AD in Central Europe.
There have been many books on Britain's Roman roads, but none have considered in any depth their
long-term strategic impact. Mike Bishop shows how the road network was vital not only in the
Roman strategy of conquest and occupation, but influenced the course of British military history
during subsequent ages. The author starts with the pre-Roman origins of the network (many Roman
roads being built over prehistoric routes) before describing how the Roman army built,
developed, maintained and used it. Then, uniquely, he moves on to the post-Roman history of the
roads. He shows how they were crucial to medieval military history (try to find a medieval
battle that is not near one) and the governance of the realm, fixing the itinerary of the royal
progresses. Their legacy is still clear in the building of 18th century military roads and even
in the development of the modern road network. Why have some parts of the network remained in
use throughout?The text is supported with clear maps and photographs. Most books on Roman roads
are concerned with cataloguing or tracing them, or just dealing with aspects like surveying.
This one makes them part of military landscape archaeology.
This collection of papers, arising from the Late Antique Archaeology conference series, explores
war and warfare in Late Antiquity. Papers examine strategy and intelligence, weaponry, literary
sources and topography, the West Roman Empire, the East Roman Empire, the Balkans, civil war and
Italy.
How Warriors & Weapons Shaped Roman History
Lucius Verus and the Roman Defence of the East
Armies of the Late Roman Empire AD 284 to 476
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And Their Impact on Military History
An Archaeological Visualisation
On Roman Military Matters

This guide to the Late Roman Army focusses on the dramatic and crucial period that started with the
accession of Diocletian and ended with the definitive fall of the Western Roman Empire. This was a turbulent
period during which the Roman state and its armed forces changed. Gabriele Esposito challenges many
stereotypes and misconceptions regarding the Late Roman Army; for example, he argues that the Roman
military machine remained a reliable and efficient one until the very last decades of the Western Empire. The
author describes the organization, structure, equipment, weapons, combat history and tactics of Late Roman
military forces. The comitatenses (field armies), limitanei (frontier units), foederati (allied soldiers),
bucellarii (mercenaries), scholae palatinae (mounted bodyguards), protectores (personal guards) and many
other kinds of troops are covered. The book is lavishly illustrated in color, including the shield devices from
the Notitia Dignitatum. The origins and causes for the final military fall of the Empire are discussed in detail,
as well as the influence of the 'barbarian' peoples on the Roman Army.
This guide to the Late Roman Army focusses on the dramatic and crucial period that started with the
accession of Diocletian and ended with the definitive fall of the Western Roman Empire. This was a turbulent
period during which the Roman state and its armed forces changed.Gabriele Esposito challenges many
stereotypes and misconceptions regarding the Late Roman Army; for example, he argues that the Roman
military machine remained a reliable and efficient one until the very last decades of the Western Empire. The
author describes the organization, structure, equipment, weapons, combat history and tactics of Late Roman
military forces. The comitatenses (field armies), limitanei (frontier units), foederati (allied soldiers),
bucellarii (mercenaries), scholae palatinae (mounted bodyguards), protectores (personal guards) and many
other kinds of troops are covered.The book is lavishly illustrated in color, including the shield devices from
the Notitia Dignitatum. The origins and causes for the final military fall of the Empire are discussed in detail,
as well as the influence of the barbarian peoples on the Roman Army.
The Roman Empire depended on the power of its armies to defend and extend the imperial borders, enabling
it to dominate much of Europe, Northern Africa and the Middle East. Success was, in large part, founded on
well-trained, well-disciplined soldiers who were equipped with the most advanced arms and armour available
at that time. This is the story of the production of that armour. Roman Imperial Armour presents an
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examination of the metals the armour was made from, of how the ores containing those metals were
extracted from the earth and transformed into workable metal and of how that raw product was made into the
armour of the Roman army. The policing and protecting of such a huge empire required a large and wellorganised force and the book goes on to consider the organisation of the army, its size, composition, the
logistics involved in its deployment and provisioning and the training, remuneration and benefits offered to its
men at arms.
Roman Military Dress
Rome & the Sword
Proceedings of a Seminar Held in the Department of Ancient History and Classical Archaeology at the
University of Sheffield, 21st March, 1983
Roman Military Equipment from the Punic Wars to the Fall of Rome, second edition
The Roman Army
Daily Life * Fighting Tactics * Weapons * Equipment * Kit
A beautifully illustrated guide to the Roman Army's different uniforms
Programm, Abstracts, Adressen
Wearing the Cloak
Armis Et Litteris
Roman Infantry Equipment
Handbook to Roman Legionary Fortresses
Roman Imperial Armour
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